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ROPES & GRAY offers a full range of antitrust  
capabilities designed to meet today’s client needs. 
Built around former officials from U.S. antitrust  
enforcement agencies and Ropes & Gray’s superb  

trial litigators, our team of antitrust attorneys  
combines substantive knowledge, practical trial and 
investigative experience, and familiarity with a broad 
range of industries to produce outstanding results.

ANTITRUSTROPES & GRAY

OUR TEAM

n  Ropes & Gray’s antitrust practice 
group includes veterans of the DOJ 
Antitrust Division, including from the 
Microsoft litigation, a former adviser 
to the FTC chairman, and former 
prosecutors.  

n  Our antitrust attorneys have tried 
numerous cases to verdict and have 
cleared some of the most significant 
mergers of the last decade.  

n  Our antitrust lawyers hold leadership 
positions in the ABA Antitrust section, 
regularly publish leading articles in the 
field, teach advanced antitrust at a top 
American law school, and have played 
a leading role in the development of 
government antitrust guidelines on 
competitor collaborations.  

WHAT WE DO

n  ANTITRUST LITIGATION AND INVESTIGATIONS: We represent  
clients in civil and criminal investigations before U.S. antitrust 
enforcement agencies.  We litigate the full range of antitrust 
claims—both for plaintiffs and defendants—in U.S. courts and 
in arbitrations, including class actions.

n  ANTITRUST MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS: Our attorneys regu-
larly counsel clients in connection with joint ventures, licensing 
and distribution arrangements. We also obtain clearances for 
mergers and acquisitions from the U.S. Department of Justice 
(DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). 

n  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY/ANTITRUST: Working closely with 
Ropes & Gray’s leading intellectual property group, our attor-
neys are particularly skilled in handling complex issues at the 
intersection of antitrust and intellectual property. 

n  NAVIGATE ISSUES: We help foreign companies with issues that 
arise in U.S. courts, including extraterritorial jurisdiction and 
discovery with respect to materials located abroad.

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

The knowledge, practical trial and investigative experience, and skill of Ropes & Gray’s antitrust team  
provides business-critical solutions to clients in a wide range of industries. 
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CIVIL ANTITRUST, IP/ANTITRUST & COUNSELING  
n  HITACHI-LG DATA STORAGE AND HITACHI-LG DATA STOR-
AGE KOREA, INC. – Defending antitrust class actions 
brought by direct and indirect purchasers alleging price 
fixing in optical disc drives. Successfully defeated class 
certification.

n  POLAR AIR CARGO AND ATLAS AIR WORLDWIDE HOLD-
INGS – Defending consolidated antitrust class actions  
alleging conspiracy among major air cargo carriers to  
fix charges relating to air cargo transportation.

n  DAEWOO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION – Secured dis-
missal of a price-fixing claims case alleging international 
conspiracy to fix charges for CRTs and CRT products.

n  GOOGLE – Representing in a wide range of antitrust  
investigations and associated advocacy in connection 
with patent practices.

n  SANDATA TECHNOLOGIES – Defended against antitrust 
counterclaims in patent-antitrust litigation.

n  LLOYD’S OF LONDON – Represented in various anti-
trust class actions alleging that contingent commission  
arrangements among insurers and brokers unlawfully  
allocated customers and reduced competition.

CRIMINAL ANTITRUST
n  REPRESENT A JAPANESE AUTO PARTS MAKER in an  
international criminal antitrust investigation by the DOJ 
Antitrust Division into allegations of price fixing.

n  REPRESENT A JAPANESE FILM CAPACITOR MANUFACTUR-
ER in criminal investigations in the United States, Japan, 
China, EU and Taiwan into allegations of price fixing.

n  REPRESENT a former president of a Japanese shipping 
company in a pending criminal investigation by the DOJ 
Antitrust Division, in coordination with the European 
Commission and the Japan Fair Trade Commission, of 
the ocean shipping industry.

n  OBTAINED favorable resolution of charges accusing  
client of price fixing in international transportation  
markets. 

n  OBTAINED immunity for numerous clients in connec-
tion with the DOJ Antitrust Division’s amnesty program,  
including (among others) in auction and construction busi-
nesses. 

n  REPRESENTED numerous clients in connection with  
antitrust investigations that concluded with no action  
taken (financial services, defense contracting, food  
processing and educational services industries). 

OUR TRACK RECORD 

Medical  
Devices

M&A ANTITRUST 
n  BAIN CAPITAL – Represented in connection with its  
$2.3 billion acquisition of TI Fluid Systems, a worldwide 
supplier of fluid tank, carrying and pump systems for  
automobile manufacturers.

n  PFIZER – Represented in its definitive agreement to  
acquire Hospira in a transaction valued at $17 billion.

n  WRIGHT MEDICAL GROUP – Represented before the FTC 
in its $3.3 billion cross-border merger of equals with  
Amsterdam-based Tornier, N.V.

“They're incredibly well versed  
and willing to leave no  
stone unturned.” —Chambers USA 

n  BERKSHIRE PARTNERS – Represented portfolio company  
Lightower Fiber Networks before the DOJ in its $1.9  
billion acquisition of Fibertech Networks. 

n  CUBIST PHARMACEUTICALS – Represented in its acquisi-
tion by Merck & Co. in a transaction valued at $9.1 billion.

n  BIOGEN – Represented in its agreement to exclusively  
license MT-1303 from Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma  
Corporation in a cross-border matter valued at up to $540 
million.

n  TPG CAPITAL – Represented portfolio company Par  
Pharmaceutical Companies, Inc. before the FTC on its 
agreement to be acquired by Endo International plc for 
$8.05 billion.

n  ABBVIE – Represented before the FTC in its acquisition 
of Pharmacyclics for $21 billion.

n  SYNAGEVA BIOPHARMA CORP. – Represented in its sale to 
Alexion Pharmaceuticals for $8.4 billion.

n  ADIDAS AG – Represented in its sale of The Rockport  
Company to a joint venture by New Balance and  
Berkshire Partners for $280 million.

n  APAX PARTNERS – Represented portfolio company  
Norcraft Companies before the FTC in a definitive agree-
ment to be acquired by Fortune Brands Home & Security, 
Inc. for $600 million.

n  BECTON DICKINSON – Represented before the FTC in the 
$730 million acquisition of its Discovery Labware unit by 
Corning Inc.
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EXTENDING OUR REACH IN KOREA

Ropes & Gray has more than 20 years of experience 
representing Korean companies and multinationals with 
business needs in Korea.  In 2012, we became the 
first foreign law firm to open a Seoul office. In a few 
short years, our Seoul office has grown from two part-
ners to four partners and two associates. This dynamic 
team is supported by a global network of more than 
35 lawyers across the firm who are of Korean heritage, 
have Korean language capabilities and understand the 
cultural needs of our clients operating in Korea.

ANTITRUSTROPES & GRAY

“Consistently high-quality work and  
customer service—they’re fantastic.” 

—Chambers USA

MARKET PERCEPTION

n  U.S. News & World Report - Best Lawyers “Best Law 
Firms” Survey 2014-2016
Ranked in the top tier for antitrust law.

n The Legal 500 US 2015
Recognized nationally as a leading antitrust: civil litigation/
class actions practice.

n The Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2015
Recognized as a leading antitrust and competition practice.

n Chambers USA 2004-2015
Recognized as a leading antitrust practice.

n Best Lawyers in America 2014-2015
Multiple antitrust lawyers recognized as leaders in the field.

n Benchmark Litigation 2014-2015
Recommended as a leading antitrust practice.

n LMG Life Sciences U.S. 2014
Recommended as a leading antitrust practice.
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